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Our two papers: 
try to understand general  

transmission mechanisms… 
… get under hood of equations
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Our answer: two ingredients… 
Conflict = Disagreement on relative prices 

Staggered prices (distill best of NK models!)

Our contribution… 
General conflict + creates bridge to modern macro 

Isolate conflict in a stylized model

Network economy, non-stationary, inflation expectations, REE, stability
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#1 Stylized Model… 

stylized, simple, conceptual, “intuition pump”, “shock to the system”


far from standard traditional models (on purpose) 
no money, no credit, no savings, no interest rates, no output, no employment


Goal: not realism, isolate conflict

#2 General Framework… 

akin to macro models…


but stripped down and N sectors (fewer special assumptions)


result: decomposition of conflict and adjustment inflation


Goal: conflict  standard modern macro bridge →

No Time
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Wage-Price Example
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Final Good

Input-Output Example
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Can we make everyone happy?
Definition: Is there a vector of prices  such that…? 
 
 
 
 
… if not, we say there is conflict

P

Pn − ∑
n′ 

mnn′ 
Pn′ 

= an

Result. Conflict if and only if 

 

and  weights are network centrality.

conflict  = ∑
n

γnan ≠ 0

γ

aW + aP = 0
Wage-Price Example
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Generalized Sectoral 
Inflation is Conflict

Average or Persistent  
Inflation is Conflict

ΠC
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n

γntant

Conflict Inflation

average duration (i.e. stickiness)
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Modeling Aspirations…
 Taking  as given…{at}

 same as exogenous? No!…
 …determined by rest of model

 Wage-Price Spiral (coming) example…

Expected inflation (much more in paper) 
 

                  ̂a → a an = ̂an +
∑n′ 

mnn′ 
πe

nn′ 

ρ + λn

Less conventional possibilities?
real wage rigidities (Blanchard-Gali)
 … ?

aw = mrs + union markup + expected inflation
ap = − mpl + firm markup  + expected inflation

target 
aspiration
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Wage-Price Spirals
Lorenzoni-Werning (summer 2022; forthcoming Brookings BPEA 2023)

start as conceptual question on wage-price spiral…

reached a practical contribution: simple model matches recent inflation features

2021-23 discussions…

Blanchard-Summers and others: warned inflation from stimulus…

… from hot labor market

… but W/P fell

Late 2022 early 2023…

concerns about W growth > P inflation

will this fuel price inflation and reverse it’s trend?
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sticky nominal wages and prices


non-labor input in inelastic supply (low elasticity, e.g. energy)

Features…


scarce input  inflation rise in input price


feedback/spiral: price and wage setters


→

Exercise: demand and supply shocks, impulse responses, results on W/P
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Three Phases…
Takeaway: An optimistic perspective, wage-price spiral but inflation falling with 
“soft landing”…

phase 1:  jump input prices or profits, P inflation rises, W growth but slower…↑ ↑ ↑

phase 2: …wage growth overtakes price inflation…

phase 3: … both fall back to target 
Spiral? Yes, feedback. But, no, not spiraling out of control!

Phase 2-3: why W growth > P inflation not a problem…

Input constraints/price easing… 
Profit margin high or room for real wages to recover!

W growth partially priced into P (forward-looking pricing)

Caveat: non-rational expectations + real rigidities (see paper)  more persistent → π
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input  
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mpl0

mrs0

·ω0 > 0
π0 > 0

·ω0 < 0
π0 > 0
πw

0 > 0

πw
0 > 0

·ω0 = 0

π0 = 0

πw
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Adjustment

Conflict

̂ap
t = − mplt =
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ϵ
dnt
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t = mrst = (σsL + η) dnt
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Spirals and Conflict Inflation

ΠC
t ≡

1
d̄ ∑

n

γntant

Conflict inflation captures two-way feedback between W and P…


zero if  or  


maximal at   given 


equal to inflation at steady state (plus, previous results)


other “adjustment component”: does not have these properties

λw = 0 λp = 0

λw = λp λw + λp

= (aw
t + ap

t )
λwλp

λw + λp
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Spirals
What is a wage price spiral: alternative shock or model?

No: feedback mechanism in most models, captured by conflict inflation

Can W/P fall? Yes.

Does this say something about spirals? No.

Does W/P falling say something about shock? No: both demand and supply

W growth > P inflation  P inflation rise? No W/P may needs to recover!→
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Conclusions
Conceptual + practical…

Conflict: more general and intuitive way to think of inflation

Wage-price spirals: yes, but not necessarily dismal going forward

Final thoughts…

inflation: messy, we haven’t figured it all out… 

more to be done!


